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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces our gamification of a part of our soft-
ware design curriculum. Based on typical design principles
a motivating learning game is developed to train students
in software design. We use Bloom’s taxonomy to determine
learning objectives. We keep the player engaged with direct
feedback in a challenging level based game with increasing
complexity. Players can evaluate their design actions with
the help of the visualisation of control and data flows. The
main learning objective: applying design principles, fits the
game’s main activity. This supports the learning by doing
approach of lecturers. A user test indicates possible learning
effects and a playable game.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.2 [SOFTWARE ENGINEERING]: Design Tools and
Techniques—Design Principles; D.2.10 [SOFTWARE EN-
GINEERING]: Design; K.3.1 [COMPUTERS AND ED-
UCATION]: Computer Uses in Education—Game Based
Learning
General Terms
Design, Didactics, Gaming
Keywords
Gamification, Video Game, Education, Software Design, Mod-
elling
1. INTRODUCTION
Designing of software systems is one of the difficult tasks
in the field of software engineering. It is no surprise that
learning software design is a difficult task for students too.
They have to face the challenge of abstracting structure and
behaviour for possible software solutions. Most lecturers
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choose the approach of letting students practice with arti-
ficial cases and repeat this a couple of times. We can not
expect that this approach always motivates students. In this
paper we introduce our gamification of a part of our soft-
ware engineering curriculum. We aim to motivate students
to learn software design by providing them learning material
in the form of an interactive computer game.
In the field of software engineering a couple of game en-
vironments were introduced with programs like BlueJ1 and
Alice2 to support students in learning to program and un-
derstand the concept of object orientation. However in this
type of programs only a game world is provided, you have to
create the game yourself. In the field of architecture mod-
elling Groenewegen et al. [2] introduced a game for validat-
ing architecture models. Groenewegen et al. used a board
game where the actual models play a role. We also aimed
to create a game where the models itself are game elements.
We used a video game. As far as we know no such game in
the field of software design exists.
In this paper we discuss our gamification approach, give
insight in the game itself and discuss early findings based on
user tests. In section 2 we describe our method, in section 3
we describe the game design. After a ‘walk through’ of the
game in section 4 we evaluate and discuss in sections 5 and
6. Finally we conclude and propose future work in section
7.
2. METHOD
The aim of this study is to create a playable game to ex-
plore the possible support for the learning of students. It
is created using an iterative approach. The authors came
together periodically and discussed and improved their dif-
ferent ideas until there was a first version.
The learning objectives of the game are chosen using
Bloom’s taxonomy [4] combined with a set of general design
principles [6] : coupling, cohesion, information hiding and
modularity. Bloom’s taxonomy is widely used by lecturers.
‘Design principles’ is a typical software design subject.
For further improvement we tested the game with a user
test in combination with a simple version of the ‘think aloud’
[5] method. We simply asked the test users to tell us their
thoughts while making steps in the game. We know this
is no complete validation. As mentioned before there is no
1http://www.bluej.org
2http://www.alice.org
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game to compare with. To demonstrate the learning effect
of the game we see a challenge in future research.
3. GAME DESIGN
In this section we discuss the learning objectives, the type
of the game, game levels, the role of UML, the game me-
chanics and the software that was used to implement the
game.
3.1 Learning Objectives, The Aim of TheGame
The main learning objective of the game is to understand
and be able to apply main software design principles: cou-
pling, cohesion, information hiding and modularity.
In this paper we use the term ‘design’ rather than ‘mod-
elling’, because we see modelling as a vehicle for designing.
The game uses modelling as a vehicle for: i. explaining
software design principles. ii. the usefulness of models for
abstract reasoning about a design. iii. finding the proper
abstractions for representing a system in a domain.
3.2 Type of Game
We chose to make the game a puzzle game. The activity
of looking for a solution that for example provides balance
between coupling and cohesion is a very similar task in com-
parison to solving a puzzle.
3.3 Game Levels
For each of the design principles, there is a set of levels
that offers puzzles of increasing complexity. A puzzle offers
a design fragment - typically a set of classes, attributes and
some methods - and asks the player to complete the design.
The moves that a player can make differ per level. For simple
levels, there are predefined classes and methods that the
player can move around and connect to existing classes in
the design. At more advanced levels, the player can also
create new classes. The initial levels of the game test for
understanding the main concepts in isolation. Subsequent
levels offer puzzles that require combined understanding of
multiple design principles.
3.4 UML
Although UML is used for representing the designs, the
game is not intended for learning the syntax of UML. We
used a very simple subset of UML and tried to stay away
from Object-orientation if the same principle could be ex-
plained in a more general manner.
3.5 Game Mechanics
There are several mechanics that we used to achieve an
educational and engaging game. In most of the cases the
mechanics mentioned below affect both educational and en-
gagement goals.
3.5.1 direct, visual and audio feedback
The game offers feedback through two means: i. each
level is scored through an evaluation mechanism supported
by audio and visuals. ii. the user is given feedback through
visualization of control flow and data flow. When a player
moves or modifies elements feedback is provided directly and
the score adjusts. On every logical action a sound is played.
To support a player in decision making, the data and con-
trol flow of a puzzle can be visualized. This can be seen in
figure 1. In this way a player can check the effect of placing
SCORE
Figure 1: Data and control flows. Control flows are
represented by an arrow. Data flows are dashed.
Comments are made in red.
an attribute or method in a certain class in comparison with
the assignment of the puzzle. We think this is a valuable el-
ement of the game from the perspective of self evaluation.
3.5.2 level unlocking
To experience achievement, not all puzzles are playable
from the moment the games starts. They have to be un-
locked by finishing other puzzles before being able to play
that particular one. In this way it is not possible to skip lev-
els. A player needs to learn (by doing) a couple of subjects
before they can work on dependent puzzles. By applying the
unlock mechanism we aim to create awareness of the depen-
dencies between the learning objectives and the concepts.
3.5.3 choice of path
As mentioned in other research [7] [8] a user is more en-
gaged if the freedom of choice increases. We designed the
levels in a way that one can start from different starting
points. Even when a player gets stuck he/she is always able
to return and take another path.
3.5.4 multiple solutions
Due to the context of the game, software design, the puz-
zles do not have one best solution. If a design respects the
design principles there still can be a couple of different solu-
tions. A design can be better than another considering the
problem domain or other contextual factors. We preserved
this real-life situation and made this also occur in the game.
3.6 Scoring Metrics
Every puzzle is scored by an evaluation script. This script
checks if the design that was created matches possible solu-
tions based on the design principles.
3.6.1 coupling
To determine coupling within a puzzle we used a simple
approach. We only used the CBO (coupling between object
classes)[1] metric.
{ {freeze},{bake},{freeze},{freeze} }
Figure 2: Connected keywords to classes, attributes
and methods
CBO per class is: the number of other classes it connects
to
Per design the average would be the sum of all the CBO
(indexed by i) divided by the total of classes (n):
averageCBO =
n∑
i=1
CBOi
n
3.6.2 cohesion
Every class, attribute and method has one or more key-
words attached to it. We use these keywords to determine
if two elements are related, if they are cohesive. This is
illustrated in figure 2 .
The cohesion evaluation script compares if all items of
a class (including the class itself) have similar keywords.
In the example provided in figure 2 only one keyword is
attached per element. This can also be two or more.
Cohesion of a class (CC) is determined as follows: i. per
comparison (indexed by i), divide the number of keyword
matches (m) with all the other elements by the number of
keywords (k) that are being considered in the comparison.
This gives us the match ratio per comparison. ii. divide
the sum of these ratio’s by the number of comparisons (n).
This gives us the total index of the similarities of a class,
the cohesion:
CC =
n∑
i=1
mi
ki
n
3.6.3 information hiding and modularity
To evaluate the application of information hiding and mod-
ularity we used general design patterns. The player has only
a limit of choices and is guided to a solution that uses this
patterns. The evaluation script checks if the user applied
the elements (classes, attributes, methods) in a way that
matches the pattern.
3.7 Software Platform
The game is constructed with Gamemaker 8.1 Standard3.
We made this choice so we could rapidly make fully func-
tional prototypes. Gamemaker has a readily available engine
with graphics, mouse events, scripting and other features
that can be used in games.
3http://yoyogames.com/gamemaker
Figure 3: Pop-up with assignment for the cohesion
puzzle
4. THE GAME
In this section we provide an overview of the flow of a
game session. The main aim of the game is to complete
every puzzle.
‘The Art of Software Design’ 4,5 starts with an opening
screen and gives the player the opportunity to personalise
his game by entering his name. This name is used as a
saved game and by clicking it, it will resume after the last
finished puzzle. After entering the welcome screen a puzzle-
tree appears. This tree consists of puzzles based on software
design principles or combination of those principles. Players
have to unlock upper level puzzles before they can do the
next puzzles.
Inside a puzzle a welcome messages is showed (fig. 3).
This message contains the assignment of the puzzle. Typi-
cal tasks a player has to fulfil are such as placing attributes
and operations in the right classes (responsibility driven ap-
proach), connect the right classes (associate) given a typi-
cal design principle. A toolbox is present for adding these
items when needed. A progress indicator shows how close
the player is to the solution of the puzzle. As mentioned
before the game offers the opportunity to complete a puzzle
with different solutions. One can be better than the other.
This is shown by the players’ score as shown in figure 4.
After completing the puzzle, the player returns to the
main screen where certain puzzles are unlocked. From there
new challenges are possible.
The game ends when all the puzzles about basic design
principles have been fulfilled. After that, in future versions
of the game, series of more complex puzzles can be offered.
5. EVALUATION
In a thinking aloud setting we observed the gaming expe-
rience of a group of users and noted their comments.
We noticed that giving freedom of choice was of value.
When people got stuck on a puzzle, they tried out different
solutions or tried another puzzle and returned to the more
difficult puzzle later on.
Players paid more attention to the instructions prior to
a puzzle when there were 3 paragraphs of 4 lines of text
at maximum. The text was best understood if it had an
introductory paragraph, an explanatory paragraph and an
4The Art of Software Design : http://aosd.host22.com
5Trailer : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xn1E2dU-_zg
Figure 4: 2 possible solutions for the cohesion puzzle. The red striped boxes show the differences.
assigning paragraph in that order. Some puzzles seem too
simple. They were solved without reading the instructions.
For us it was satisfying to see, that after a while subjects
started talking about the puzzles in terms of ‘classes, meth-
ods and associations’, instead of ‘boxes, blocks and lines’,
which seems to indicate some unconscious learning.
6. DISCUSSION
Determining the average coupling of the design could be
a too rough measure. The average coupling can turn out
to be relatively low, while a certain class in the design can
have a very high coupling. It may be wise to indicate the
user that the coupling of a certain class is too high.
Although we find it very plausible that we choose to simu-
late associative thinking with keywords in order to determine
cohesion, we have no data that validates that approach. It
may be wise to explore correlation between metrics such as
(L)COM [3] to validate our keywords method.
We acknowledge that further study is needed to demon-
strate the learning effect, but we think the unconscious learn-
ing of concepts like classes, attributes and methods at least
indicates a certain learning effect.
7. CONCLUSION
The aim to create a playable learning game seems to be
accomplished. Although we are not able to prove that our
approach is completely valid, we have some good indica-
tors for future research. A deeper study of the validity of
the score metrics is needed. Further research is needed to
demonstrate the learning effect of the game. We suggest
to study both validation and learning effect in a case study
that uses ‘The Art of Software Design.’
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